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Sonata helped KIFS realize the Collaboration capabilities of Google
Workspace and improved their business continuity. Enterprise-Class
Mail Encryption, Advanced Malware Protection, and reporting were
also set up.

The challenge
KIFS wanted to ensure safety, security, and compliance for their
employees on the field and their existing On-Prem traditional
applications lacked the flexibility and agility required to support
real-time delivery. Their existing mailing solution lacked collaboration
capabilities and co-authoring of documents.

The solution
Sonata assisted KIFS to deploy Google Workspace. Workshops were
conducted focusing on workplace transformation where tools like
Gmail, Meet, Collaboration Tools, and Drive were demonstrated.
Mailing tools like Archiving, Mail Policies, and DKIM/DMARC were
introduced, and Enterprise-wide Mail encryption, Multi-Factor
Authentication, and Mobile Device Management were enabled.

The results
With tools like Google Docs, Forms, and Google Sheets tasks like
sales forecasting were centralized, reducing the time required to
complete and update reports from a week to 2 hours. With tools, like
Google Calendar, teams could easily collaborate and improve
productivity. Enterprise-class Mail Encryption and Advanced Malware
and Protection helped protect users from malware.

Sonata's workshop on the Google apps was critical in
transforming the way we work. The team now utilizes
the full capabilities of Google Meet for our internal

 communications.
Aditi Kelkar, HR Manager, KIFS Housing Finance

About KIFS Housing Finance Ltd.
KIFS Housing Finance is a registered Housing
Finance Company with National Housing Bank
(NHB). The company has forayed into providing
housing loans across India. The company has
developed robust policy, process, and a strong
proprietary housing finance software as a
backbone to support the business operations.
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